CV-SALTS Technical Advisory Committee Meeting

When: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 from 1:00 to 3:00 PM
Location: Teleconference
Conference #: (218) 339-4600 Participant Code: 927571#

Agenda

1. Welcome and Introductions
   Approve action notes from June 19, 2013

2. City of Live Oak Site-Specific Salinity Study Work Plan, Revised Letter with Recommendations for TAC Approval – Richard Meyerhoff - 5 minutes

3. ICM Report: Discussion of Key Findings and Technical Issues - LWA Team - 75 minutes

4. Phase II Conceptual Model Draft Scope of Work - Richard Meyerhoff – 30 minutes

5. Other CV-SALTS Project/Contract Updates – As needed Status Updates - 10 minutes
   a) ICM / GIS Services
   b) Agricultural Zone Mapping
   c) Aquatic Life Study
   d) Tulare Lake MUN Archetype
   e) MUN POTW Archetype – Jeanne Chilcott
   f) SSALTS – Roger Reynolds

6. Next Meeting/Call Preliminary Date: September 12, 1 – 3 pm

One or more Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board members may attend.
CV-SALTS Technical Advisory Committee Meeting ACTION NOTES  

**Convened:** Wednesday, June 19, 2013 from 1:00 to 3:00 PM  
**Participants:** Roger Reynolds (Chair), Chris Savage, Gour Choudhury, David Buchwalter, Daniel Cozad, Karen Ashby, Richard Meyerhoff, David Cehrs, Mike Johnson, Diane Barclay, Jeanne Chilcott, Rob Neenan, Sevim Onsoy, Joe DiGiorgio, David Cory, John Dickey, Tom Grovhoug, Debbie Webster  

### Agenda  

**Item 1: Welcome & Introductions**  
- Jeanne Chilcott moved to approve, and Mike Johnson seconded and by general acclamation the Meeting Action Notes from May 17th were approved.

**Item 2: City of Live Oak Site-Specific Study Work Plan, Letter with Recommendations for TAC Approval**  
- After discussion, Mike Johnson moved, and Nigel Quinn seconded, and by general acclamation the letter with recommendations was approved and will be forwarded to the Executive Committee for review and approval.

**Item 3: Scalable Solutions to Reduce Water Use and Salinity in California Winery and Food Processing Cleaning Operations**  
- Dr. Gour Choudhury, from Food Science & Nutrition Department, California Polytechnic State University, presented the current Phase 1 findings to the committee. Phase 2 of the study will begin in July.

**Item 4: Aquatic Life Study – Draft Report**  
- Dr. David Buchwalter presented the Draft Report to the committee.  
  - Richard Meyerhoff requested written comments be forwarded to him NLT June 26th. If additional time is needed please contact Richard.

**Item 5: GIS Task 4 Data Layers**  
- Sevim Onsoy, Kennedy/Jenks LWA Team, presented an update on the Task 4 work.

**Item 5: Other CV-SALTS Project/Contract Updates**  
- Due to time constraints this item was not covered. Anyone with specific questions on these ongoing projects should contact Richard directly.
- A link to the [Stock Drinking Water Final Report](#) was included in the package. This report has been approved by the Executive Committee.

**Item 4: Next Meeting/Call**  
- The next Technical Advisory Committee Meeting is tentatively set for July 15th, from 1-3 PM.
On May 17, 2013, the CV-SALTS Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) reviewed and discussed the Site-Specific Salinity Study Work Plan and Time Schedule submitted under Order No. R5-2011-0034, as it related to ongoing CV-SALTS evaluations to determine appropriate salinity water quality objectives to protect agricultural supply water. A summary of key discussion points and recommendations are provided below with more detail noted in Attachment 1.

- **Selection of Study Area:** Use of the Vicinity Basis method appears appropriate provided cropping patterns are compared with the Local Basis study area as proposed.
- **Selection of Most Sensitive Crop:** More detailed information on the cropping pattern for the 900-acre Vicinity Area should be provided.
- **Effective precipitation:** Clarify basis for estimating “normal” effective precipitation.
- **Leaching Requirement:** The factor used is extremely conservative and provides a significant margin of safety.

Additional discussion revolved around the focus of the Workplan on the use of an annual average of the water quality data to evaluate compliance with a water quality objective or effluent limitation to protect irrigated agriculture. Given the seasonal nature of crop irrigation, shorter averaging periods may be appropriate. While a final policy recommendation regarding this issue will be developed by the CV-SALTS Executive Committee, TAC discussions have included monthly, 30-day rolling, and seasonal and annual averaging as potential options.

In summary, the Committee recommends that the City of Live Oak provide additional information as noted above before a determination that an EC of 1,100 umhos/cm is fully protective of the AGR beneficial use in the area potentially impacted by the City’s effluent.

Sincerely,

Nigel Quinn
Chair, CV-SALTS Technical Advisory Committee

Parry Klassen
Chair, CV-SALTS Executive Committee

Cc: Ken Landau, Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board
    Jeanne Chilcott, Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board
Attachment 1

CV-SALTS Technical Committee Comments and Recommendations

Site-Specific Salinity Study Workplan and Time Schedule
City of Live Oak: Order No. R5-2011-0034
Reviewed May 17, 2013

Background: The City of Live Oak (City) is a small economically disadvantaged community with a population of 8,500. The annual average EC of effluent discharged from the City’s new tertiary treatment plant (826 umhos/cm) exceeds the 700 umhos/cm trigger specified in their Order. Per the Order’s requirements, the City submitted a workplan to evaluate salinity concentrations needed to protect agriculture irrigation supply (AGR) in areas that may be impacted by the effluent. The effluent currently flows into Reclamation District 777 Lateral Drain No. 2 prior to Lateral Drain No. 1 which in turn flows into the East Interceptor Canal and then to the Wadsworth Canal before ultimate discharge to the Sutter Bypass. Based on the initial workplan findings, the City concludes that the annual average effluent EC of 1,100 umhos/cm is protective of the AGR beneficial use and has requested that any additional work be reduced or eliminated.

Central Valley Water Board staff received the workplan on 13 March 2013 and requested input from the CV-SALTS Technical Committee on adequacy of the plan and findings.

Workplan Summary: As part of the workplan, the City proposed a recommended study area to represent the area that may be impacted by the effluent and evaluated permitted and actual diversions from the two laterals for agricultural irrigation, the areas’ 2004 Crop Survey and the Western Fertilizing Handbook to determine cropping patterns and most salinity sensitive crop. The workplan also conducted a very preliminary “example determination of site-specific agricultural water quality objectives” using both the 40-30-20-10 (arithmetic) model and exponential model with the following inputs: a 244-day growing season, annual crop ET of 34.88 in., monthly average ET from bare soil at 0.7 in. per month; effective precipitation of 14.68 in. (assumed for normal irrigation season); leaching fractions of 0.07 and 0.10; and supply water at both 826-umhos/cm (2012 average effluent concentration) and 1,100-umhos/cm (final permit effluent limitation). The following notes the CV-SALTS Technical Committee comments/recommendation on some of the assumptions and estimates used in the workplan.

Selection of Study Area: The workplan notes three potential basis for study area selection: Vicinity; Use; and Local. The proposed area is Vicinity based (900-acres directly adjacent to the lateral drains for 1.25 miles downstream of the effluent discharge) with a cursory review of the Local area (approximately 7,780-acres of which 6,420 were surveyed as agriculture in DWR’s 2004 crop survey). If the effluent was evenly distributed over the 900-acres for 6-months, it would provide approximately 10-inches.

TAC Comment: A map of study area represented by the Vicinity Basis method is needed; however, selection of this method for delineating the study area appears to provide an adequate “worst-case” area for reviewing potential effluent impacts. The TAC concurs with the inclusion of a process that compares the cropping pattern represented by the Vicinity Basis method with the Local Based study area.

Selection of Most Sensitive Crop: The City used the DWR’s 2004 crop survey and 1995 Western Fertilizer Handbook to determine that plums (prunes) were the most salt sensitive crop grown in the area. The workplan provided a very generalized table of percentages of crop types (fruits/nuts; rice; field crops; etc.) in Table 1. Current evaluations conducted as part of the CV-SALTS AGR Zone Study are evaluating cropping patterns over a five to 10-year period and specifically identifying crops that make up 95% of the agricultural production.
**TAC Recommendation:** Since selection of the most sensitive crop is the most critical element of any evaluation, more detailed information on the cropping pattern for the 900-acre Vicinity area should be provided—by specific crop percentage over at least the last five years rather than relying only on data from 2004. Current information does not clarify whether the Vicinity Basis study area is primarily orchard or whether it currently rotates cropping patterns. Some of this information may have been collected for CV-SALTS as background for the Central Valley AGR Mapping Zone study.

**Effective Precipitation:** The City used mean monthly precipitation from the Marysville COOP station and estimated 25% of the rainfall as runoff, with adjustments for the non-growing season and annual crop ET and 0.7 in/mo. bare soil ET. While the methodology was clear, it was not clear whether the numbers cited are from one year, average of multiple years, or some other calculation of a “normal” rainfall year.

**TAC Recommendation:** Clarify basis for estimating “normal” effective precipitation.

**Leaching Fraction:** The City uses the published leaching requirement of the crop (7%) and a slight adjustment to 10% as inputs for both the arithmetic and exponential models.

**TAC Comment:** Use of the leaching requirement of the crop is an extremely conservative input and likely does not represent actual water management capabilities of the local growers (unless they are using a highly managed drip or micro-sprinkler system). The City should have the option to consider identifying typical irrigation methods in the Vicinity Basis study area and determining whether the 15% leaching fraction currently being considered as a default by CV-SALTS more accurately represents anticipated practices.

**Annual Averaging:** The document focuses on annual average EC concentrations.

**TAC Comment:** The focus on use of an annual average of the water quality data for evaluating compliance with a water quality objective or effluent limitation likely is an artifact of the wording of the overall effluent limitation as an annual average. Protection of the AGR use is typically evaluated using monthly water quality data or 30-day rolling average concentration data (e.g. Vernalis objective in the Lower San Joaquin River). These shorter averaging periods take into account the seasonal nature of crop irrigation. The permit itself contains the following wording:

**a) Salinity/EC Site-Specific Study.** If, after one year following construction of the tertiary Facility, the effluent EC level is greater than 700 µmhos/cm for the annual average EC discharge, the Discharger shall complete and submit to the Central Valley Water Board a report on the results of a site-specific investigation of appropriate EC levels to protect the beneficial uses of the receiving water (i.e. AGR and MUN). For protection of the AGR beneficial use the study must consider how climate, soil chemistry, background water quality (surface water and groundwater), rainfall, and flooding affect salinity (EC) requirements necessary to protect the AGR beneficial use. The study shall include, at minimum, the following:

i. The most salt sensitive crops in areas irrigated with Reclamation District 777 Lateral Drain No. 1 or Lateral Drain No. 2 waters in the vicinity of the discharge under reasonable worst-case conditions.

ii. The sodium adsorption ratio of soils in the affected area.

iii. The alkalinity of soils to whether site specific conditions would reduce fluoride impacts.
iv. The effects of rainfall and flood-induced leaching; and

v. The background receiving water quality.

Based on these factors, as well as economic and environmental impacts (such as increased irrigation water usage, groundwater hydraulics and degraded water quality), the study shall recommend site-specific numeric values for EC that provide reasonable protection for the agricultural supply use designation in the receiving water.

Protection of AGR may be better met utilizing a monthly, 30-day rolling or seasonal average. Selection of an appropriate averaging period for protection of the AGR beneficial use is a subject of discussion by the CV-SALTS Executive Committee. It is recommended that the project proponents monitor the ongoing CV-SALTS discussions in this area.
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING 08/14/13
AGENDA ITEM #3

ICM Report: Discussion of Key Findings and Technical Issues - LWA Team - 75 minutes

The following documents can be found on the CV-SALTS website in the Initial Conceptual Model folder found on the Committees > Technical Advisory > Conceptual Model Development page:

Cover Page – ICM Draft Final Report
ICM DRAFT Final Report – August 2013
Appendix A – Introduction
Appendix B – Data Summary and Data Gaps
Appendix C – Methodology for ICM Inputs
Appendix D – Results Groundwater
Appendix E – Results Surface Water
Appendix F – Modesto Model Selected Wells for Comparing Simulated and Measured Data and GRAPHS
ICM Comment Response Summary – August 2013

The following file, (NOTE: large file 400 MB), is not yet on the CV-SALTS site, but can be accessed through the following link:

REFERENCES
Phase II Conceptual Model – Potential Scope of Work

Phase II Scoping – Background and Process

The purpose of the CV-SALTS Conceptual Model is to provide the technical basis or approach to unify data and modeled information from across the Central Valley into a Geographic Information System (GIS) model framework for both understanding salt and nitrate conditions in the Central Valley and supporting development of a Salt and Nitrate Management Plan (SNMP).

Three phases of Conceptual Model development are planned. The initial phase or Initial Conceptual Model (ICM Study) begun in fall 2012 is nearing completion. The primary goal of the ICM Study was to produce a 30,000 foot level or "concept level" analysis of water balance, and to estimate salt and nitrate load balances for the Central Valley floor in 22 delineated areas, referred to as Initial Analysis Zones (IAZs). In addition, two Central Valley areas were analyzed in more detail to evaluate salt and nitrate conditions using higher resolution modeling tools.

Phase II of Conceptual Model development, the subject of this Scope of Work (SOW), will build upon the ICM Study deliverables by utilizing the data, methods and results from the initial phase to refine understanding of salt and nitrate conditions in the Central Valley, develop additional analysis tools, provide opportunities to implement proof of concept analyses to support policy discussions, and begin development of the primarily technical aspects of the SNMP. Phase III, which is planned for initiation in 2014, will focus on additional required elements of the SNMP including antidegradation analysis, economic analysis and the monitoring/surveillance plan.

Scope of Work Development

The following tasks represent the proposed SOW for Phase II Conceptual Model development. Potentially, not all tasks will be funded as it may be necessary to prioritize work activities to align with available budget. If it becomes necessary to prioritize tasks, the first order of priority will be to ensure that CV-SALTS funds tasks that are necessary or required for SNMP development.

The process or steps for developing a final SOW for CV-SALTS approval and execution will be as follows:

1. Potential SOW, as described below in Tasks 1-7, will be reviewed by the CV-SALTS Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and participating stakeholders.

2. CV-SALTS will send a letter of interest to approved CV-SALTS Contractors to identify which firms intend to bid on the Phase II SOW.

3. If a Request for Proposal (RFP) is necessary based on the response to the letter of interest, an RFP will be issued to request a formal proposal for all SOW tasks; a CV-SALTS Selection Committee will select a Consultant to complete the work based on the responses to the RFP (Note: If only one firm indicates interest, there are no plans to issue an RFP).

4. Initially, the selected Consultant will be authorized to only complete Task 1 – Workplan Development. In addition, to providing a detailed SOW, budget and schedule, the Consultant will be asked to prioritize tasks/subtasks based on available budget.

5. A draft Workplan will be reviewed by the Project Committee (PC); revised per PC comments and then submitted to the Executive Committee (EC) for approval. It is during this part of the process that final decisions will be made regarding the Phase II tasks that will be funded.
6. Following EC approval, the Consultant will be authorized to execute the remaining approved tasks.

Potential Phase II Tasks

Tasks 1 through 7 are currently described as “potential” tasks for Phase II implementation. They are considered “potential” because the amount of work described and the budget allocated ($575,000) to do that work may not be fully aligned. During Workplan Development (Task 1), the final list of Phase II tasks will be scoped and budgeted. Priority tasks for funding will be those tasks that are required for SNMP development. If a task is not required, then its value to the overall mission of CV-SALTS will be used as the basis for determining its priority in Phase II.

Task 1 – Workplan Development

Scope Description: Develop detailed Workplan (including schedule and budget) that describes the approach that will be used to implement the SOW described in Tasks 2 through 7 of this project. This effort will include, at a minimum:

- Activities and procedures for coordinating with CV-SALTS management and other CV-SALTS technical activities relevant to Phase II work;
- Description of data types and sources required for completing tasks and the procedures for obtaining these data, QA/QC’ing the data and addressing any data gaps;
- Specific, detailed technical approach regarding how the deliverables for each task will be developed; and
- Requirements/timing for review and/or decisions from CV-SALTS, including the PC, TAC and EC to facilitate development of task deliverables.

As noted above, the potential exists that the Consultant will determine that the level of effort required to complete Tasks 2 through 7 will exceed the CV-SALTS budget allocated for the Phase II Conceptual Model ($575,000). This budget is the upper limit for this project and a small portion of that budget may need to be set aside for contingencies. Therefore, it is strongly recommended during Workplan development that the Consultant create a reasonable budget reserve.

If the Consultant determines that, per the budget guidance given, that it will be difficult to complete all tasks and subtasks as described below within the available budget, then the Workplan shall include the following information:

- The relative benefit of each task to development of the Central Valley SNMP (i.e., how the technical work can be completed to achieve the best “bang for the buck”, considering the goals of CV-SALTS); and
- A recommended priority for the tasks based on the CV-SALTS benefit assessment. In this regard, the highest priority tasks are those that are required for development of an SNMP.

In addition, during Workplan development the Consultant should consider that Task 3 includes a number of subtasks that are recommendations from the ICM Study Report for refining the Phase I work. Some of these tasks may require too many resources to implement at this stage of SNMP development. Accordingly,
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when preparing a recommended priority for Phase II tasks, it may be necessary to prioritize subtasks within the larger tasks.

The Workplan shall include a detailed schedule that assumes an October 15 start date and June 30 completion date. The schedule should consider the need to interact with the TAC and EC and build in some contingency to allow time to address technical issues that may occur during project execution.

Task Deliverables – Draft Workplan for PC and EC review that includes a detailed budget (including task prioritization if proposed budget exceeds the available budget allocation) and schedule; Final Workplan based on comments received on the Draft Workplan along with a Comment/Response (C/R) table that identifies how each comment was addressed in the Final Workplan.

Task 2 – Management and Coordination Activities

Scope Description: Ensure close coordination with the CV-SALTS management structure and technical projects through completion of the following tasks:

2.1 Coordination meetings with the CV-SALTS management structure, in particular:
   - Periodic meetings or presentations with the PC and TAC
   - Periodic meetings with the Technical Project Manager and/or Executive Director
   - Periodic presentations to EC (potential presentations and approximate dates for these presentation should be shown in the Task 1 Workplan)

2.2 As needed, coordinate with or provide support/information to other CV-SALTS-related technical projects or analyses, including, but not limited to geodatabase development and database management activities (including Agriculture Zone Map project), Strategic Salt Accumulation Land and Transportation Study (SSALTS), archetype/prototype projects, beneficial use studies, or Lower San Joaquin River study activities.

2.3 Maintain relevant project documents, files and data that may become part of the administrative record for a Basin Plan amendment in an appropriate accessible format and location.

2.4 Provide monthly written progress reports attached to monthly invoices to document project progress on a task-by-task basis. Each report will include information on (a) work completed during the month completed, (b) work planned for the next month, and (c) any project concerns that may affect the project SOW, deliverable schedule, or project budget.

Example Task Deliverables: Meeting notes, follow-up documentation, presentation materials, project files/data and monthly reports

Task 3 – Data Refinements and Updates to Support Salt, Nitrate and Water Balance Estimates for Incorporation into the SNMP

Scope Description: At a minimum, per the Recycled Water Policy, the SNMP should include “salt and nutrient source identification, basin/sub-basin assimilative capacity and loading estimates, together with
fate and transport of salts and nutrients”. The ICM project provided baseline information regarding salt and nitrate conditions in the Central Valley. The ICM Study Report (Section 10) includes recommendations for making refinements or updates to the existing database used to generate the salt, nitrate and water balances for each IAZ. The purpose of this task is to implement one or more tasks that will increase certainty in the data used to develop ICM Study Report deliverables, resulting in a refined Conceptual Model. It is anticipated that not all of the following tasks will be implemented due to limitations on data availability, as well as budget. During Workplan development (Task 1), the Consultant will evaluate each of the potential data refinements listed under Task 3.1. Only those elements approved for execution in the approved Workplan will be executed. Under Task 3.4, the Consultant will revise/update the ICM Study Report deliverables, but only to the extent required to support development of SNMP sections under Task 7.

3.1 As approved, gather the data and information required to complete each of the following data refinements:

3.1.1 Refine the actual applied water quality estimates (surface and groundwater qualities applied to lands, and the proportions of each source employed for irrigation).

3.1.2 Refine the data used to estimate actual (organic and inorganic) fertilizer and amendments applied to each land cover class.

3.1.3 Refine the nitrogen loading parameters for dairy solids to include forms of nitrogen.

3.1.4 Refine nitrogen estimates through a comparison of modeled plant N uptake with harvest data and harvest N content data.

3.1.5 Refine land cover data, especially for recently converted land cover classes.

3.1.6 Perform sensitivity analyses for soil classes and parameters and refine, if appropriate, using the Soil Survey Geographic Database (SSURGO) mapping and parameters.

3.2 Update and document the database information as needed to keep the database developed for the ICM Study current (in particular the databases described in Section 3 of the ICM Study Report).

3.3 Revise the database used for the ICM to fully address the Geotracker GAMA data issues described in Section 3 of the ICM Study.

3.4 Based on the outcome/deliverables of Tasks 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, the Consultant will update the IAZ and Subarea results/deliverables contained in the ICM Study Report to the extent required to support SNMP development. It is anticipated that the deliverable of Task 3.4 would be an addendum to the ICM Study Report, but this should be evaluated as part of Workplan development.

*Task Deliverables:* Revised/updated and documented CV-SALTS database(s), GIS coverages, and potentially addendum to ICM Study Report.

---

1 For the purposes of CV-SALTS, nutrients in this context means nitrate.
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Task 4 – Develop Salt and Nitrate Data Analysis Methods to Support Regulatory Decisions

Scope Description: The ICM project developed methods to describe ambient groundwater quality and prepare a preliminary assessment of assimilative capacity. This approach served the purposes of a high level characterization of salt and nitrate concentrations for each of the IAZs and Subareas. However, for the purposes of salt and nitrate management at a more refined scale, e.g., Management Zone or local SNMP, and ultimately to support regulatory decision-making, e.g., conducting an antidegradation evaluation or assessing assimilative capacity, methods for analyzing water quality data require further development. Under this task the Consultant will develop the specific methodology (and associated data needs) that will ultimately provide the basis for antidegradation analyses to support regulatory actions and determine where assimilative capacity for salt or nitrate exists (if at all). At a minimum, the developed methods need to be consistent with State Policy 68-16 as well as legal interpretations of that policy and support local SNMP development, potentially above 10% of assimilative capacity as allowed per the Recycled Water Policy. This task includes the following key subtasks:

4.1 Develop a specific detailed methodology2 for conducting data analyses to determine for a given groundwater area: (a) Ambient or existing water quality; (b) best water quality attained since 1968; and (c) existing assimilative capacity. At a minimum, the following data or methodology-related elements will be considered as part of methodology development:

- Data sources, e.g., identification of the minimum or acceptable data sources.
- Data handling or preparation requirements, including: (a) minimum data requirements for calculating historical or ambient conditions; (b) procedures for handling situations where a lack of data exists; (c) use of statistical analyses to evaluate dataset for outliers that could influence interpretation of ambient water quality; (d) QA/QC procedures to be employed to identify and address apparent anomalies or discrepancies in a dataset; and (e) procedures for use of well construction data to assign a well to a particular depth.
- Time period for computing water quality characteristics for a defined area, including (a) definitions for the initial period for data analyses to support SNMP, period for calculating historical conditions, and the period for calculating existing or ambient conditions in the future; and (b) how data are handled when data are not evenly distributed temporally (e.g., use of annualized averages or some other means to average the data).
- Taking into account spatial and temporal variability and single versus multiple groundwater layers within a defined area, methods to estimate (a) volume of groundwater; (b) mass of total dissolved solids (TDS) and nitrates; and (c) volume-weighted historical or ambient water quality.
- Method for calculating the existing assimilative capacity in a defined area using the methods developed above for calculating ambient water quality at various scales.

The Consultant shall prepare a draft methodology document for review by the PC, TAC and EC. Based on comments received a final draft methodology will be prepared for testing.

2 It is recommended that the Consultant consider the methods, experience developed already in technical materials prepared to support adoption of TDS and nitrogen objectives in the region covered by the Santa Ana Water Board.
4.2 Apply the final draft methodology prepared under Task 4.1 at multiple scales: (a) one or more IAZs; (b) subareas defined in the ICM Study Report; (c) Management Zone archetype (Note that this analysis will need to be closely coordinated with Task 6.6); and (d) other defined area recommended by the Consultant and approved in the Workplan (e.g., it may be appropriate to test the methodology under varying data regimes, i.e., data rich vs. data poor situations). Prepare a Task 4 draft Technical Memorandum (TM) that provides the results of application of the methodology and recommendations for modification. This draft TM will be reviewed and commented on by the PC, TAC and EC.

4.3 Based on comments received on the draft Task 4.2 TM, the Consultant will refine the methodology prepared under Task 4.1 and apply it again to the same areas tested under Task 4.2. A final TM with be prepared to illustrate the outcome using the refined methodology.

4.4 Based on the work completed under the previous Task 4 subtasks, the Consultant shall prepare a methodology document for potential incorporation into the SNMP that fully describes the final, approved methodologies for analyses described above. This document should not only include calculation methods, but decision trees to support data handling/management decisions. The document may also include example calculations to illustrate any particular methodology.

**Task Deliverables:** Draft, final draft and final methodology document ready for incorporation into the SNMP; draft and final TM to demonstrate application of proposed methodologies.

**Task 5 – Complete Management Zone Archetype(s)**

**Scope Description:** The purpose of this task is to develop an archetype\(^3\) for:

- The establishment of a salt and nitrate management area (or zone) consistent with the expected framework for the developing Central Valley SNMP; and
- Test application of selected policies, data analysis methods and salt and nitrate management approaches under consideration by CV-SALTS.

The findings from this effort will be used to inform implementation elements of the Central Valley SNMP and potential amendments to the Central Valley Basin Plans. It is anticipated that the deliverables from this task will at a minimum provide at least a part of the foundation for what could become the local SNMP for the area in which the work is completed; however, it is **not the intent** of this task to:

- Produce a complete or final local SNMP for Central Valley Water Board adoption;
- Develop a plan that is binding on the stakeholders to implement;
- Complete all potential modeling analyses that could or should be completed to create the most robust analysis for the defined area for the purposes of a final SNMP for the defined area.

---

\(^3\) An archetype is defined as a test case or template for an SNMP process; in this case the emphasis is on developing and testing a template for a Management Zone approach to salt/nitrate management.
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Ultimately, when developing the Workplan for this Task, the Consultant must balance the costs of creating a definitive model with one of the key purposes stated for this task: Test application of selected policies, data analysis methods and salt and nitrate management approaches.

For the purposes of this task, a Management Zone is a user-defined geographic area with horizontal and vertical dimensions where salt and nitrate management is carried out in a collaborative and sustainable manner consistent with the goals of the SNMP. All work under this task conducted within a Management Zone archetype will be implemented collaboratively with the identified Stakeholder Lead for the Management Zone. The primary role of the Stakeholder Lead is to:

- Organize and be the primary point of contact for the Consultant and stakeholders\(^4\) participating in the archetype;
- Affirm the final boundaries for the area to be included in the archetype;
- Lead discussions with stakeholders with regards to salt and nitrate management decisions;
- Obtain stakeholder input on task deliverables; and
- Represent the interests of stakeholders to the EC.

Throughout the execution of Task 5, the Consultant will conduct periodic meetings with stakeholders in person or via teleconference to keep them informed regarding task progress.

Management Zone archetypes and their respective leads include:

- Kings River – Management Zone archetype will be delineated from within the area included in Task 7 of the ICM Study Report; Stakeholder Lead will be David Orth, Kings River Conservation District.
- Second area if identified and funded.

The following subtasks will be completed within each of Management Zones described above:

5.1 Working with the Stakeholder Lead, develop (a) draft areal and subsurface boundaries for the Management Zone to be developed in subsequent tasks; and (b) list of stakeholders to participate in the Management Zone archetype.

5.2 In coordination with the Stakeholder Lead, conduct a task kickoff meeting with stakeholders identified in Task 5.1 to review the task goals, finalize the Management Zone boundaries, submit data requests (e.g., water quality, GIS data layers, etc.), establish a task communication approach, establish a schedule for review of interim work products (consistent with overall Phase II Workplan) to verify that task-related deliverables completed in subsequent tasks are accurate and representative of the Management Zone; and any other activities included on the kickoff meeting agenda.

---

\(^4\) Stakeholders may be defined as narrowly or as broadly as needed to accomplish this task; however, at a minimum the stakeholders should include the key entities that could be responsible for implementation of salt/nitrate management activities within the Management Zone area, i.e., those stakeholders that would be directly affected by adoption of the Management Zone as a local SNMP. During Workplan development the Consultant shall work with the Stakeholder Lead to develop a list of key stakeholders to participate in this task.
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5.3 Using data obtained from the ICM Study and stakeholders, complete the following Management Zone characterization activities to the extent practical and where data are available:

- Identify surface water and groundwater characteristics including locations, flow characteristics, sources of imported water, and related information;
- Identify location of all known diversions, permitted discharges (facilities with an active WDR) and agricultural drains;
- Identify the known locations of municipal and domestic water supply wells (Note: When developing the Workplan, the Consultant shall describe how confidentiality issues related to identifying the exact locations of water supply wells will be addressed);
- Identify construction data for CDPH and other monitored wells to improve utility of historical water quality records;
- Identify the locations of known active dairy facilities;
- In cropped areas, identify the typical cropping patterns to identify the most salt-sensitive crops grown throughout the Management Zone (applicable only to a Management Zone archetype where salinity is an important water quality concern);
- Develop data regarding existing land ownership and/or management;
- Refine land cover data;
- Refine applied water quality estimates, especially for areas in the Management Zone not covered by the WARMF model;
- Incorporate soils characteristics and irrigation factors;
- Refine data on actual fertilizer and amendment application, to the extent practical;
- Develop information on potential projects that could be implemented to improve water quality, support use of recycled water; and
- Other data needs as identified during development of the Workplan.

The Consultant will review data submittals and (a) conduct an appropriate level of data QA/QC, (b) identify any significant data gaps and recommendations for how to address these data gaps in a manner that is suitable for the task (however, note that the intent of this task is to rely on existing data to the maximum extent possible), and (c) develop any data-related questions for follow-up. The Consultant will prepare a TM for the Stakeholder Lead to review with the stakeholder team to address as many data-related issues as possible. Based on the outcome of this interaction a Management Zone dataset for use in this task will be finalized.

5.4 Based on the final dataset developed from the information gathered in Task 5.3 (and potentially Task 3 of this overall SOW), the Consultant will update the higher resolution models developed for the area as part of Task 7 of the ICM Study, but only for the area defined as the Management Zone archetype and only to the extent needed to complete Task 5 under this SOW.
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5.5 The Consultant will prepare an Interim Technical Report that summarizes the work and outcomes from Tasks 5.1 through 5.4. The purpose of this report is to provide opportunity for technical review of the updated data and related modeling activities. Following review of a Draft Interim Technical Report by the PC, the Consultant will prepare a Final Technical Report.

5.6 Using the final data analysis methods and results completed under Task 4 (Develop Data Analysis Methods to Support Regulatory Decisions, Task), characterize the historical/ambient groundwater quality of the Management Zone and the assimilative capacity for discussion with stakeholders (Note: this work will need to be closely coordinated with Task 4 in general and Task 4.2 in particular). The deliverable for this analysis will be included in the TM prepared for Task 4.2.

5.7 In collaboration with the Stakeholder Lead and stakeholders, develop salt and nitrate management goals for the Management Zone that may include, for example: provide a safe drinking water supply; support Recycled Water Policy stormwater recharge and reuse goals; implement enhanced source control programs; maintain or improve existing water quality; limit future degradation of groundwater quality through implementation of salt and nitrate management alternatives; or other goals. The goals developed under this task are non-binding; they are intended to be used to provide a means to test salt and/or nitrate management options or policies that could be established for the Management Zone.

5.8 Based on the findings from previous tasks or other CV-SALTS work, develop short and long-term strategies for improved salt and nitrate management in the Management Zone. Strategy development should include: (a) a reasonable assurance analysis to demonstrate how implementation of the strategies achieves the salt/nitrate management goals\(^5\) for the zone; (b) identification of the key projects that could be implemented and the associated benefits of each; (c) policy issues that would need to be addressed through the SNMP and associated Basin Plan amendment to provide the necessary regulatory support to implement the strategy; and (d) a potential implementation strategy that demonstrates how the Management Zone could be managed to meet expected groundwater and surface water protection requirements (which could be based on maximum benefit objectives).

5.9 Prepare Management Zone Report to document the finding from the execution of the previous tasks that includes at minimum information or recommendations for the following:

- Process/steps for developing a local SNMP;
- Minimum data and modeling analyses required and options for completing those analyses;
- Process for developing goals for sustainable salt/nitrate management;
- Strategies or approaches for managing salt/nitrate given the facts of this archetype;
- Implementation approach taking into account institutional, regulatory and technical factors;
- Lessons learned from this archetype that may be cross-applied to future efforts to develop local SNMPs; and

\(^5\) It is assumed that the “goals” as referred to here will be related to ensuring no further degradation of water quality (as determined in Task 5.6)
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- Identification of expected remaining steps to take the work done for this archetype to complete a local SNMP for submittal to the Central Valley Water Board for consideration and adoption.

When developing the Management Zone Report, the Consultant should prepare it in a manner and format so that it may be used or easily modified so that it can be incorporated, as appropriate, into the Central Valley SNMP as a template or as guidance for preparation for a local SNMP.

5.10 As needed, make modifications or refinements to ICM Study Report work products or supporting documentation/databases, e.g., Task 7 deliverables, to incorporate updated information into the Conceptual Model for the area included in the Management Zone. The output from this task is not intended to be a substantial work product; it is intended to ensure that the work completed in the Management Zone is incorporated into the Conceptual Model.

Task Deliverables: Draft and Final Interim Technical Reports, Draft and Final Management Zone Report; demonstration that task outputs have been incorporated into the Conceptual Model; at least one interim presentation to the EC, potentially more, if warranted based on the Workplan.

Task 6 – Complete Subarea Analyses

Scope Description: The purpose of this task is to complete additional high resolution modeling analyses\(^6\) for subareas identified in this SOW. At this time, none have been identified for completion under Phase II. If this remains the case during Workplan development, this task need not be addressed in the Workplan. However, if a subarea is identified prior to Workplan development, then the Workplan should be developed based on the SOW that follows.

As with previous subarea analyses completed for CV-SALTS, the purpose of this effort to characterize salt and nitrate at a scale that could potentially be used to manage salt and nitrate regionally. The primary outcomes of this task will be (a) a finer resolution salt/nitrate model for the defined area; and (b) characterization of water quality within the selected subareas, which provides a foundation for the future development of a local SNMP. Consistent with the methods or techniques developed and implemented under the ICM Study, the Consultant will implement the following subtasks developed in coordination with the Stakeholders of the Subarea:

6.1 Delineate recommended geographical boundaries within which subsequent Task 6 subtasks will be completed.

6.2 Evaluate data availability/needs for the Subarea and develop a data request to supplement existing CV-SALTS databases, as needed.

6.3 Conduct a task kickoff meeting with a representative(s) of the Subarea to review the task goals, finalize the subarea boundaries developed in Task 6.1, submit data requests developed under Task 6.2 (e.g., water quality, GIS data layers, etc.), establish a task communication approach, and establish a schedule for review of interim work products, if needed.

---

\(^6\) Existing high resolution analyses for the Central Valley include the Merced/Stanislaus and Kings River areas – see Task 7 of the CV-SALTS ICM Study Workplan or Section 9 of the ICM Study Report.
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6.4 Characterize each subarea, including, at a minimum, surface and groundwater hydrology, hydrogeology, land use, primary agricultural activities, location of POTWs and agricultural drains, and municipal water sources (surface water intakes or wells).

6.5 Identify the major sources of water, salt, and nitrate into and out of each subarea.

6.6 Using techniques developed for the ICM Study but supplemented as appropriate from the deliverables from Task 3 and 4 of this SOW, identify zones within each subarea that have (a) high quality groundwater, i.e., salt and nitrate concentrations are relatively low; (b) low quality groundwater and serve as sinks for salt and or nitrate accumulation; and (c) moderate salt and nitrate concentrations generally between the identified high and low quality areas.

6.7 Establish the water, salt, and nitrate transport pattern within each subarea. Determine the rate of transport and, to the extent practicable, determine the degree to which the zones identified in Task 6.6 are stable or changing (getting larger or smaller).

6.8 As needed, make modifications or refinements to ICM Study Report work products or supporting documentation/databases, to incorporate updated information into the Conceptual Model for the area included in the Management Zone. The output from this task is not intended to be a substantial work product; it is intended to ensure that the work completed in the Subarea is incorporated into the Conceptual Model as a whole. An example deliverable could be an addendum to the ICM Study Report.

Task Deliverables: Draft and Final Task 6 Reports for each Subarea; as needed, addendum to the ICM Study Report.

Task 7 – Prepare Preliminary Draft SNMP

Scope Description: The purpose of this task is to compile existing information, in particular information developed to date through CV-SALTS, to compile a Preliminary Draft SNMP. As part of Workplan development under Task 1, the Consultant shall develop a proposed SNMP document structure, which at a minimum, should be presented in the form of an annotated Table of Contents (TOC). The annotated TOC should describe the primary or expected source(s) of information for each section identified in the TOC. During development of a proposed SNMP document structure, the Consultant shall consider the following:

- Information developed to date through CV-SALTS (e.g., ICM Study and SSALTS) will provide the primary basis for document content. Supplemental information may be included, but only from existing works, i.e., no new original research or studies will be conducted as part of this task.

- The document will be written at a balanced level, i.e., enough information is to be incorporated to provide understanding regarding how salt and nitrate will be managed in the Central Valley with sufficient information included to understand the basis for this approach. Detailed, supporting information will be referenced.

- The Preliminary Draft SNMP is not intended to be a complete draft of an SNMP for the Central Valley Water Board; this Preliminary Draft will be supplemented as additional work is completed by CV-SALTS.
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- While the final structure and content of the SNMP is not fully known at this time, it can be assumed for now that the following sections or subsections will be largely developed as part of the Preliminary Draft prepared under this task:
  - Background section that identifies/describes the purpose and regulatory framework for the SNMP; summarizes the process and sources for its development; and in general how it is to be implemented (regionally and locally).
  - Central Valley description section that provides the geographic framework where the SNMP will be implemented.
  - Groundwater Basin description section that identifies/defines the basic units for which groundwater quality will be managed and characteristics of each of the defined units.
  - Groundwater water, salt and nitrate balance section that describes, to the extent known at this time, the baseline water, salt and nitrate conditions and the projected water quality conditions expected in the future for which the SNMP is expected to mitigate through its implementation.
  - Salt & Nitrate Management Goals and Strategies section that (a) incorporates the principles/policies that will govern salt and nitrate management in the future through the implementation of the SNMP; and (b) the implementation strategies that will support efforts to meet these goals. This information will be developed based on EC input to the extent known at the time of Task 7 implementation (it is likely this section may contain a number of placeholders for future development).
  - Salt & Nitrate Management Implementation Measures section that incorporates the SSALTS findings and as well as other input obtained through the EC or other approved sources to the extent known at the time of Task 7 implementation.
  - Appendices will be identified to the extent known; any materials that will comprise a particular appendix will be separate deliverables and not developed as part of Task 7. For example, the Task 4 deliverable from this SOW may become an appendix to the SNMP but will be developed separately under that task. If through execution of this project an appendix is recommended for which the information has not yet been developed, the Consultant should only make the recommendation. This SOW does not include development of the recommended appendix.

Given the considerations above, development of the Preliminary Draft SNMP will include the following key subtasks, all of which will be closely coordinated with the CV-SALTS EC (coordination with the PC or TAC may also be necessary for specific elements):

7.1 Prior to initiating Task 7.2, the Consultant shall review the annotated TOC developed and approved as part of the Workplan to identify any recommended changes to the structure and content of the SNMP based on the outcome of any of the above Phase II tasks or other CV-SALTS work that has occurred since adoption of the Workplan. If any changes are recommended, these shall be submitted to the EC for review and approval.

7.2 Prepare a draft Preliminary Draft SNMP for review, based on the final approved TOC (either as approved in the Workplan or as revised and approved under Task 7.1).
7.3 Prepare a final Preliminary Draft SNMP for EC review based on comments received on the draft. The Consultant shall provide a C/R summary table that describes how comments on the draft document were addressed.

Task Deliverables: Revised annotated TOC (if needed); draft and final Preliminary Draft SNMPs; C/R summary.
Technical Project Status Updates – as of August 7, 2013

- **ICM Project**
  - Draft report has been reviewed by the Project Committee; LWA Team currently addressing comments.
  - Final ICM Report is due Monday, August 12; highlights of the report will be discussed during the August 14 TAC meeting.
  - The Final ICM Report and Comment/Response (C/R) summary will be submitted to the Project Committee for a final review.

- **Conceptual Model Phase II Scope**
  - Draft scope of work based on direction provided at June Executive Committee policy meeting and subsequent discussions with stakeholders will be discussed at August 14 TAC meeting.

- **GIS Services**
  - Final Task 4 Report in preparation (eight new GIS data layers to expand the information available to support CV-SALTS policy decisions) after team was able to address final comments on draft report; delivery expected August 9.
  - Final report and C/R summary will be sent to Project Committee for final review.

- **Agricultural Zone Mapping**
  - Previously noted that Draft Report was expected to be delivered to Project Committee on July 11.
  - Project Committee review was delayed after internal review of Draft Report identified some additional issues that were best addressed prior to submittal of document to the Project Committee for review.
  - Expecting next version of the Draft Report to be delivered on August 12; assuming the identified issues have been addressed, the Draft Report will go to the Project Committee for review.

- **Aquatic Life Study**
  - Comments on Draft Report have been provided to Dr. Buchwalter.
  - Final Report along with C/R Summary is in preparation; expecting to receive document on or before August 23.
  - Currently planning to have Final Report on September TAC agenda for final review.

- **Tulare Lake Bed Archetype**
  - Tulare Lake Drainage District and its technical team are preparing a revised draft technical report.
MUN POTW Project Status Update as of August 7, 2013

A RFQ to aid in development of the Basin Plan Amendment staff report (focus on CEQA analyses) was distributed to EKI, LWA and CDM-Smith on July 24th. Responses are due August 16th. I’d like to request a couple of volunteers to serve on the selection committee for the Qualification reviews—including one or both of the chairs of the TAC. Richard cannot participate as CDM-Smith will be submitting a statement of qualification. (Side note: Richard was not involved in the development of the RFQ.)

The next stakeholder meeting is scheduled for August 19th from 9-3 at our Rancho Cordova office. Agenda and meeting material was emailed to participants and should be posted on our Regional Board website at: http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/centralvalley/water_issues/salinity/mun_beneficial_use/index.shtml

(I noticed that some of the links to documents from that website appear to be broken, but should be active again soon.)